
 

 

New Jersey Needle Artists 
American Needlepoint Guild 

April 15, 2020 Meeting 
 
 

Hi Everyone – 
 
After cancelling our meeting in March, Linda welcomed 22 members and 1 guest to our 
monthly meeting via Zoom!  It was great to see so many of our members who are unable to 
regularly make it to our meetings due to distance.  Our guest was Barbara Evans who is the 
Eastern Area Representative for ANG and is our liaison to ANG.  She encouraged us to bring any 
questions or concerns to her before contacting ANG. 
 
The NJNA SOTM group continued to meet in April with a new approach to stitching with 
friends.  Linda convened two zoom meetings – the first at 11:00 AM where we caught up on 
how everyone was doing and got ready to settle into stitching April’s installment.  The second 
zoom meeting was at 3:00 PM and everyone shared their progress and successes.  Linda gave 
us all until Monday to get us a picture of our progress for the NJNA Blog!  We expect to repeat 
this process in May!  All NJNA members are welcome to join the SOTM group as long as they 
are stitching a current or past project.  Contact Linda M for more info and to get on the e-mail 
list.  Another great opportunity to stitch with friends! 
 
Linda informed everyone that the Woodlawn exhibit is slated to continue once the house is 
able to be reopened.  She will continue to liaise with Woodlawn in the event that things 
change. 
 
The New Jersey Needle Festival that is coordinated by Needleworker’s Delight has been moved 
to August 16.  NJNA has two tables reserved and we will have to look at substitutions based on 
the new dates.  But there is time for that. 
 
The ANG Seminar is still on for Tucson in early August.  Registration remains open.  A decision is 
expected to be made in June.  (Note that the EGA Seminar for Boston in early September was 
postponed, but that was due to a high number of international instructors.) 
 
The Susan Hoekstra pilot workshop for “Stacked Rectangles” that was planned for June has 
been changed to an on-line, remote workshop.  Students have received their materials and are 
starting to stitch. 
 
NJNA and Monmouth Chapter EGA are jointing hosting Stitch Fest in Voorhes, NJ from October 
23 through October 25.  The information and registration forms are attached to this meeting 
summary.  In addition to getting lots of stitching done, the Nimble Needle offers attendees a 
discount.  This is always a fun and affordable weekend get-away! 
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Linda thanked Mally and Rosie for the article about NJNA in the March/April issue of 
Needlepointers magazine (Page 44).  Rosie noted that she was disappointed that they did not 
include the pictures of “Stars”. 
 
Linda thanked Carol F for her great effort on Sunshine.  Carol says that she can still get cards on-
line!  So if anyone knows of someone in need of some sunshine please let Carol F or Linda M 
know. 
 
The NJNA blog has been a great way to share our stitching adventures during the time of 
quarantine.  If you would like to participate by writing blog posts, please contact Diane B or 
Rosie L to be added as an author and get started!! 
 
Better Late than Never:  As you know, every year NJNA puts cards from all of the show and tell 
items into a raffle for a $25 gift certificate to the Edwardian Needle.  Usually we pull the card in 
February.  But, we didn’t have all of the cards available in February, so we held the drawing last 
night.  Congratulations to Ellen S who won for the show and tell item below: 
 

 
 
Jill announced that we have several new members.  She has updated the membership list on 
the website and notified current members about the change in the website password.  Dues are 
$30 for the year and payment should be coordinated through Jill. 
 
Rosie reported that the current balance in our treasury is $5,578.59.  We appear to be on target 
with our budget. 
 
TaDa!  NJNA has completed stitching Alice Peterson’s Children’s Classics to be given to the 
Bernards Township Library as our community service project.  Next it is on to framing at Framed 
Image once the quarantine is lifted!  Great job everyone – this is stunning.  We will plan a 
ceremony to present it to the library!  (I find that I am looking forward to ANY chance for a 
celebration in the semi-near future!) 
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Finished at Last! 

 
Cathryn continues to coordinate our other outreach project of stitching hearts for Hospice.  We 
have collected more than sixty hearts already!  See some of them later in the show and tell 
section! 
 
Sylvia is working on plans for a Background Sampler II workshop.  The workshop will be held at 
Needleworker’s Delight on September 12, 13, and November 15.  Cathryn will be leading the 
workshop which will run from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM.  Costs will vary depending upon what kit 
choices are made.  Sylvia will put out an announcement, including the color choices.  Sylvia 
needs a final headcount with options and color choices by May’s meeting.  There is some pre-
work required. 
 

 
Background Sampler II 
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Cathryn told us about this year’s program plans which have undergone a small adjustment. 
 
The silent auction that had been planned for March is pending our being able to meet again. 
 
In April and June, Cathryn was to have led a program on the Crystal Waters Scissor Sheath by 
Carolyn Mitchell.  This was a project in the July-August 2019 issue of Needlepoint NOW!  
Cathryn has arranged for Needleworker’s Delight to direct mail the canvases and stretcher bars 
(where applicable) directly to the members who signed up to do this program.  Cathryn will 
then arrange a series of separate zoom meetings for the participants. 
 
In July, NJNA will have its traditional salad supper.  This year we will invite members to share a 
book that they like and use for needlepointing! 
 
In August, NJNA will have a stitch-in and a presentation and discussion of the Woodlawn exhibit 
and any critiques. 
 
In September and October, NJNA will offer one of Margaret Bendig’s Kimonos as a project.  
There are four kimonos representing the four seasons – please vote for your favorite – Cathryn 
will teach the one with the most votes.  Note:  you will be able to purchase up to all four at $10 
each from NJNA.  The cut-off for reprint(s) and voting will be the May NJNA meeting.  Cathryn 
has stitched all of them as samples. (My mistake that I didn’t photograph the finished teal 
kimono when I had a chance.) 
 

   
Winter Spring Summer Autumn 

 
Please note that all four of these designs were published throughout 2008 in Needlepoint 
NOW!   So, if you were a subscriber, you might be able to find these!  You still should vote for 
which one you want Cathryn to teach! 
 
In November, NJNA will have another stitch-in and in December we will have our traditional 
holiday party celebration!  Celebrate Stitching with Friends! 
 
Several of our members shared where they are getting their stitching supplies: 

 Enriched Stitch in Wilton CT will mail threads and canvasses:  Call 203-210-5107.  They 
are also offering courses via zoom. 
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 Edwardian Needle will take your order by text to 973-432-6504. 
 Nimble Needle in Merchantville:  nimbleneedlenj.com 
 Meredith Han Willets at M’s Canvashouse.  Call and she will FaceTime. Call 859-253-

1302 or Mscanvas@aol.com 
 Others:  Be Stitched in Scottsdale, AZ; Stitch Stash in Rehoboth, De, and Stitch by Stitch 

in Larchmont, NY. 
 
REMINDER:  Please pick up all needles/pins from the (library) floor.  Even more important 
now that we are stitching at home! 
 
I hope you enjoy the Show and Tell pictures.  I appreciate everyone sending me pictures that 
allowed me to share my screen with the group.  I think it worked really well and everyone got 
to see these in more detail.  So please continue to send me your show and tell items during this 
time of quarantine. 
 
Everyone should feel free to e-mail me with pictures and relevant information about their 
completed project and I will include them in the next summary!  Relevant information includes:  
piece name, designer, where finished, stitch help or stitch guide info, other fun stuff – like who 
it’s for, why, etc. 
 
Cheers, 
Rosie 
 
PS – I usually try to put the finished, finished pieces in the show and tell first.  I followed a 
slightly different approach this time.  So please accept my apologies if your piece isn’t where 
you expected!  There were sooooooo many! 
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Show and Tell 
 

Hearts for Hospice! 
 
 

    
Diane B Diane B Rosie L Janice M 

    
Nancy B Nancy B Nancy B Nancy B 

    
Nancy B Nancy B Sue C Sue C 

 

  

 

 Sue C Sue C  
 

Don’t they all look marvelous?  I can’t wait to put together a full collage of all of NJNA’s hearts!  
Please contact the stitcher if you want details on the design that they used for a particular 

heart! 
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Linda completed two NJNA projects – Autumn Topiary and Patriotic Topiary by David Mc Caskill.  
She had them finished into stand-ups by Pam at the Edwardian Needle.  She is pleased that the 
green ribbon and absence of the flag pin on the Patriotic Topiary allows the piece to be used all 

summer long! 
 

 
Brenda C stitched and finished(!) “Stitcher’s Parking Lot” by B. J. Finch which was a 

Cyberpointer Chapter project!  The stitches allow for scissors, needles, laying tools, and even a 
magnet to be “parked” on this beautiful foundation! 
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Both of the above pieces are by Kathy Rees as part of the Holiday Delights collection from 

Needle Delights.  Stitched by Cathryn and framed by Rob at Framed Image, both of them are so 
appropriate for our cancelled March (St. Patrick’s Day) and April (Easter) meetings.  Cathryn 

hangs these on her porch in the appropriate season!  So much fun! 
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Brenda C Sylvia B 

 
Continuing with the holiday theme, two members completed Hooray for the Red, White, and 

Blue which was designed by Karen Barras to benefit the Central Kentucky Chapter of ANG.  
Brenda taught this for her local Delaware's Seashore Chapter over the last 3 months.  Sylvia 

stitched it as a chapter program with NJNA.  Notice the small differences that make each 
project unique – America vs Happy July 4th, Different Stars, and Different Blues in the Pinwheel!  

Great job by both! 
 
 
 

 
This is Sue C’s “Star Spangled Birthday” from Nancy’s Needles.  This is one of several themed 

pieces that fit so well inside the boxes that Sue R procured for us.  Sue C gave the box with one 
design to her sister, so this will also go to her sister so that Bibs can switch it out! 
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Continuing with the holiday theme, here we have Brenda C’s Autumn Crackers.  “Autumn 

Crackers” are an ANG Chapter Project Book item designed by Marilyn Owen.  Cyberpointers 
chapter did this as their July 2017 project.  Brenda finished them herself.  How fun! 

 
 

 
Ellen S stitched this canvas that will be made into a traditional dreidel.  I can’t wait to see this 

finished! 
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And here we have another shaped holiday piece.  Sylvia stitched the Partridge in a Pear Tree 
that when finished will be pear-shaped!  The designer is Kate Dickenson and she has the full 
collection of 12 days – but Sylvia says this is the only one she is doing!  It is beautiful!  I can’t 

wait to see this one finished too! 
 
 

 
Sharon B stitched and finished this set of Springtime Eggs by Barbara Jackson. 
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This is Nancy W’s Mystery SOTM from 2019!  I love your color choices for the piece and the 
frame makes it look so elegant.  As more of these SOTM pieces show up framed, I am torn 

about whether to frame mine.  Nancy’s really does come together. 
 

 
Barbara L no longer has any excuses to not wear a nametag!  This one is her birthday plaid 

which was a meeting project from the west coast chapter than Barbara visits.  Linda M helped 
because plaids can be tricky!  Finished by Pam at the Edwardian Needle.  I love the colors and 

they seem “YOU”, Barbara! 
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Nancy W finished Michael Boren’s “Frankie” in the original colorway and had it framed.  Nancy 

says that taking the picture made her appreciate the value of museum glass.  She didn’t say 
who framed the piece, but I think the detail in the frame really complements the window 

columns.  This was an NJNA workshop from several years ago!  Well done! 
 
 

 
Several of our members belong to a crewel group that meets at Needleworker’s Delight.  

Sharon B is part of that group and she stitched Lark Rise from the Needlewoman’s Studio.  So 
beautiful! 
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Let’s go travelling!  Sylvia stitched four travel rounds by Kirk and Bradley.  The first three were 

finished by Pam at the Edwardian Needle and will remind Sylvia’s daughters Kelley and Morgan 
about their travels.  St. Louis was quarantine stitching and Sylvia didn’t say who it was for.  I 

love all of the details that fit onto these ornaments! 
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Michelle H finished “Biggie Smalls”, a canvas by Tess and Thorn (ThornAlexander).  This was one 

of two quarantine finishes.  Michelle stitched squares within squares with 2 strands of 
Accentuate thread.  This is a great technique for painted canvas when you want the painting to 
show through.  The Notorious B. I. G. (aka Biggie Smalls) was an American rapper, in the New 

York and gangsta rap traditions, who ranks among the greatest rappers ever.  I had to look it up 
on Wikipedia! 

 
 

 

This is Michelle’s second quarantine finish.  
The canvas is by Pip and Roo.  Michelle plans 

to appliqué it to her pool tote. 
 

So appropriate – I hope you’ll bring in the pool 
tote so that we can see it! 

 
Are you taking orders? 
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Diane B stitched this painted canvas by Pepita as a birth sampler for her grandson.  Diane 

picked her own stitches, threads, and placement of the the birth stats.  She wanted to follow 
the space theme her son requested for Alex's quilt.  The stars are Neon Rays+ glow in the dark! 

Won’t that be a fun surprise!  The background stitch is an interlocking stars darning pattern 
that Diane created.  Now she is waiting for the frame store to reopen! 

 

 

If you look closely above, you will see that Alex 
just celebrated his first birthday!  Diane was 

sad that she couldn’t share it with him in 
Austin.   

 
When Diane saw Toni Gerdes' ANG HUM 

(Holed Up Minis), she thought it would be the 
perfect little memento to send him as a 
hanging ornament.  Diane changed the 

threads so she wouldn't have to lay them 
because she did not have small enough 

stretcher bars. 
 

Double lucky Alex! 
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Robin says she likes to take smaller projects at seminars because she thinks she’ll be more likely to finish 

them.  However, that does not account for the degree of difficulty!  Robin just finished stitching 
Margaret Kinsey’s “Trefoil and Seeds”.  It’s beautiful, but it looks VERY difficult! 

 

 
The Metropolitan Region of EGA offered “The Wave” by Joni Stevenson as an on-line class.  
Sharon B signed up and stitched this beautiful piece.  Her son, Michael, asked for this piece 

which is only the 2nd time he has ever made such a request!  It’s a wonderful feeling! 
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While staying home for quarantine, Tina F finished stitching one of our chapter projects – “Shell 
Game” by Dakota Rogers.  Since Tina is not a shell person, she replaced the center with a four 
way bargello.  She added a touch of Krienik to the center motif to add a little sparkle. Tina says 

“Thank you” to Cathryn for a fun project.  Tina hopes to gift it to a friend. 
 
 
 

 

Sylvia has been doing a lot of quarantine 
stitching!  This “Seahorse” is a painted 

ornament by Plum Stitchery.  Sylvia says that 
the photo doesn’t really do justice to all the 

bling in this piece!  So cute! 
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Another one of Sylvia’s finishes is this 
personalized “Kelley” ornament which was 
hand-painted by Heidi at Designs by Heidi.  

The fun fact is that the first ornament came 
with Kelly instead of Kelley.  Heidi told her 
to keep it and Sylvia found someone in the 
chapter to give it to.  Was it Marge?  (I take 

lousy notes.) 

 
 

 
Jill has been listening to operas and stitching like crazy during quarantine.  This is her second 
start-to-finish of the COVID isolation.  It’s called “Acorn Lumbar Pillow,” designed by Wendy 

Hope Falkner.  It came from England as a kit with painted canvas and Appleton wool.  Jill 
stitched it all in basketweave.  She plans to finish it as a pillow to replace the worn one on her 

regular stitching chair. 
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Jill calls this oval ornament “Zebra in Flap Hat” 
or “Zebra in Bean Boots.”  Both seem 

appropriate! 
 

It was designed by Scott Church and Jill bought 
it as a kit from Needlepoint.com.  Note that 

the two areas of turkey work — the mane and 
the scarf fringe — use different stitches! 

 
Adorable! 

 
 

 
Barbara L sent this photo of her quarantine project.  It is a painted canvas called "International 
Beauty" by Alice Peterson.  Tony Minieri provided stitch suggestions from which Barbara made 

a few changes.  She says she is having an issue getting the shading (needle blending) right.  
Barbara has frogged and restitched the face area to try to achieve a realistic look and avoid 
having it look as if she has a dermatological disorder.  Barbara says “I'm eating thread and 

frequently calling shops for what I am running out of.  Despite all this, I still love her face, which 
is what I fell in love with when the canvas came out last fall.” 



 

Stitch Fest 2020 Registration NJNA 

 

Stitch Fest Dates: 

Stitch Fest 2020 will be held Friday, October 23 to Sunday, October 25. 

 

Where: 

Stitch Fest 2020 will be held at the Hampton Inn – Voorhees, 320 Route 73, Voorhees, NJ.  

http://hamptoninn3.hilton.com/en/hotels/new-jersey/hampton-inn-philadelphia-voorhees-

VORHEHX/index.html 

The hotel provides a free hot breakfast buffet with 24-hour free coffee, tea and hot chocolate.  There is 

also a fitness center and an indoor swimming pool.   Please note that there are refrigerators in the 

sleeping rooms.  Your reservation is included in your Stitch Fest reservation. 

 

Room costs:  $125 per night/per room for all rooms includes tax. 

Stitch Fest 2020 with roommate:  $125 

Stitch Fest 2020 single:  $250 

 

Stitching Room cost: 

There will be a $30 charge per person for the weekend to use the stitching room. 

There will be a $15 charge to use the stitching room if you just come for the day, provided space is 

available.  Charge will be collected upon arrival. 

 

Reserve your spot: 

Reservations are on a first come, first served basis.   Please complete the registration form and send a 

$75 deposit (check made payable to Monmouth Chapter, EGA) to:  Rosie Lunde, 34 Gunther Street, 

Mendham, NJ 07945.   The balance must be paid by September 1, 2020. 

 

Meals: 

Restaurant suggestions for lunch and dinner will be provided closer to the weekend. 



Stitch Fest 2020 
Monmouth Chapter EGA 

New Jersey Needle Artists 
October 23 - 25 

Hampton Inn - Voorhees 
320 Route 73 
Voorhees, NJ 

 
 

Yes, please register me as follows: 
 
Name:               
 
Home Phone:          Cell Phone:        
 
Emergency Contact Name:             
  
Emergency Contact Phone:             
  
 
Room Choice (indicate preference): 
 
Double Room       Single Room        
 
Roommate’s name:              
  
 
Payment: 
 
All rooms are $125 including taxes per night.  There will be a stitching room charge per person in the 
amount of $30 for the weekend.  A deposit of $75 (check made payable to Monmouth Chapter, EGA) 
is required with this registration form.  Final payment is due to Rosie by September 1. 
 
Balance due as follows:   Double room balance:  $80 for a total of $155 

Single room balance:  $205 for a total of $280 
 
Mail this completed form and your check to: Rosie Lunde, 34 Gunther Street, Mendham, NJ 07945.  
Questions can be directed to either Rosie at 973-534-2150 or Sue C at 973-543-6928. 
 

 
Registration ends September 1, 2020. 


